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Abstract. We study systems of inference rules for multivalued dependencies in database relations. 
For such systems we define a new notion of completeness in which the underlying universe of 
attributes is left undetermined, whereas the earlier studied concept of completeness refers to a 
fixed finite universe. We introduce a new inference rule, the subset rule, and using this rule we 
prove that a certain system is complete. Furthermore we clarify the role of the so-called 
complementation rule. 
1. Introduction 
In the relational model of data bases the data is organized i,rto a collection of 
relations. For the design of ‘good’ collections the notions of functional and multi- 
valued dependencies are very valuable tools. By these notions we can formally 
express emantically given constraints of the form ‘for all objects X, y, if x and y agree 
with respect o property A, then x and y agree with respect o property B’. It turns 
out that inside the model these constraints are refiected by certain decomposition 
properties of relations. Such decompositions are sometimes necessary in order to 
avoid updating anomalies. 
NIultivalued dependencies are commonly defined with respect o a fixed universe 
V, where U is a finite set of attributes. This means that only for relations I on u we 
can ask whether a multivalued dependency is valid in t or not. Beeri, Fagin and 
Howard [a] studied a certain system of inference rules for multivalued ependencies, 
and they proved its completeness in the sense that for every set of multivalued 
dependencies all implications with respect o relations on LT can be infezred by this 
system. 
In this paper we are concerned with a notion of multivalued dependencies and a 
notion of corzpl~teness which do not refer to a fixed universe. We are able to replace 
the universe dependent complementation rule of [a] by two other rules, the “adding 
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transitivity rule’ of [3] and a new rule called ‘subset rule’, thus obtaining a mew system 
of inference rules which is complete in the new sense. Moreover oua results will 
further clarify the role of the complementation rule in systems like that of [2]. 
2. lkiinitions and basic facts 
In this section we give our basic definitions and we summarize known results on 
muitivalued dependencies (see also [ 1,2,4]). 
Let % := {Al, A 2, . . .} be a (countably) infinite set of attributes. Throughout the 
paperR,&..., Y, 2 will denote finite subsets of %!I. For the purpose of this paper we 
assume without loss of generality that each attribute is associated with the same se:t of 
values 5. We consider a relation r on a set of attributes U as a finite set of functions 
with common domain U; more precisely, a finite set r is called a relation iff there is a 
finite set U c % such that r c (p 1 p : U + X}; dom r := U is called the domain of r 
We need two operations on relations, the projections and the (natural) join. For 
each X we define the projection on X by 
p[X](r) := {z~i Y :X n dom r + x, and there is a p E r 
suchthat ~(A)=~(A)forallA~Xndomr}. 
And 
rer2 :={~~~:domr~udomr~+J,andfori=1,2thereis 
a gi E ri such that V(A) = pi(A) for all A E dom ri} 
is-called the (natural) join of rl and r2. 
The following notion of a ‘multivalued ependency’ has been introduced by Fagin 
[6] and, independently, Zaniolo [S]. A statement of the syntactic form X * Y is 
called a multivalued dependency, abbreviated mvd. We say that a mvd X I+ Y is 
valid in a relation r iff 
X u Y c dom r and r = p[X u Y](r)*p[X u (dom r\ Y)](r). 
(Note that the inclusion ‘ c ’ is always true:) This means that X - Y is valid in r iff r is 
decomposable into its projections on X u Y and X u (dom r\ Y) without loss of 
information. 
In this paper we are interested in the following question: given a finite set of mvd’s 
P, which other mvd’s are implied by P? 
The precise meaning of ‘imply’ is given by the following definition. 
Definition 1. Let Xiw,Y;; i=l,..., n, and X * Y be mvd’s P= 
Wl~~‘l,.:.,xl * YJ impZies X I+ Y iff for each relation r with 
XuYuc(XiuYi)cdomr 
i = I 
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ifthemvd’sXi*Yr:,i=l.,..., ~1, are ,valid h r, then the mvd X I++ Y is valid in r. 
Note that in this definition the universe, that is the domain of the relations we are 
considering, is left undetermined. We merely require that the mvd’s are meaningful 
statements with respect o these relations. 
Beeri, Fagin and Howard [2] studied a different notion of ‘imply’ which refers to a 
fixed universe U. This notion Is given in Definition 2. 
Definition Za Let U c ‘8 be a finite set of attributes, and let Xi I+ Yi, i = 1, . . . , n, and 
X cn Y be srivd’s uch that 
XUYU()(XiUyi)cU. 
i = 1 
P={X1-Yl,...,X, - Yn) U-implies X I+ Y iff for each relation r with U = 
domtifthemvd’sXi*Yi,i=l,..., it, are valid in r, then the mvd X I+ Y is valid 
in 1: 
These definitions are also meaningful for P = 0: 0 implies (U-implies) X I+ Y iff 
X cn Y is valid in each relation t with X u Y c dom r (U = dom r). 
The following fact is a direct consequence of the definitions: 
Fact 1. LetXuYuU~=l(Xiu~)cU. IfP={~~~~~,...,~~~~~~ implies 
X n) Y, then P U-implies X * Y. 
However the inverse implication is not true. For example let U := {A 1, AZ, AS} 
and P := {{Al} * {A*}). Then P U-implies {AI} I+ {Al, Asi because, by the 
definition of a mvd, X H, Y is valid in a relation r SE X I+ dom r\ Y is valid in r. 
But P does not imply {Al} - {Al, A3}. This can be verified for instance by 
considering the following relation r with dom r = {AI, AZ, AS, Ad} which for con- 
venience is represented as a table: 
AI A2 A3 Aa 
r := ((0, 0, 0, 0), 
(09 0, I., 1)) 
Next we consider some syntactical inference rules for mvd’s (cf. [2,3]). The general 
form is 
premise 
conclusion’ 
An inference rule with an empty premise is called an axiom. 
9L Reflexive axiom: 0 I+ 0, 
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X-Y 
xvw-YVZ 
for all 2 c W, 
z Transitivity rule: 
X-Y Y-Z 
x-Z\Y ’ 
9*. Adding transitivity-rule: 
X-Y Y-Z 
x-ZUY 9 
%. Union rule: 
X-Y x-z 
x-YUZ ’ 
9. Decomposition rules: 
gl, X-Y x-z . . 
x-Z\Y ’ 
92e X-Y x-z 
l l x-YnZ l 
We call an inference rule correct (U-correct) if the set of mvd’s in the premise of 
the rule implies (U-implies) the mvd in the conclusion. 
It is well-known (cf. [2,3]) that the rules given above are U-correct for all U (if we 
restrict W, X, Y, and Z to be subsets of U). 
According to Definition 1 and Definition 2, an inference rule which is U-correct 
for all U is also correct. Hence all the rules given above are correct. 
For each U we consider another inference rule and another axiom which are 
U-correct, but not correct (cf. the example below Fact 1): 
go. U-complementation rule: 
X-Y 
x I+ U\Y' 
Vu. U-axiom: 0 * U 
If G is a system of inference rules and P is a set of mvd’s, then the G-closure of P, 
G(P), is defined as the set of all mvd’s which can be inferred from P by finitely many 
applications of the inference rules of G. 
Definition 3. A system of inference rules G is called correct (U-correct) iff for all finite 
sets of mvd’s P, for all mvd’s X t3, Y if X I+ Y E G(P), then P implies (U-implies) 
X-Y 
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Definition 4. A system of inference rules G is called complete (U-complete) iff for all 
finite sets of mvd’s P, for all mvd’s X I+ Y if P implies (U-implies) X w) Y, then 
x* Y&(P). 
(In the case of U-correctness, resp. U-completeness it is understood that all sets of 
attributes are subsets of U.) 
Beeri, Fagin and Howard [2] proved the following fundamental theorem. 
Fact 2. For all finite U c % the system Gfm := (a, J& Y, %u) is U-correct and 
U-complete. 
In [3] the following corollary is proved. 
Fact 3. For all finite U c %!I the system G f :== (Vu, S&Y) is U-correct and U-complete. 
In Section 4 we shall exhibit a system G of inference rules which is correct and 
complete. 
We need one further definition. 
Definition 5. An inference rule .% is independent of a system of inference rules G iff 
there is a set of mvd’s P such that 
where (G, 9) denotes the system consisting of 9 and the rules of G. 
Otherwise we say that .% can be derived from 6 
In [7] and, independently, [3] the following theorem is proved. 
Fact 4. The union rule % and the decomposition rules 9.1 and 9.2 can be derived from 
the system (!R, J& 3, p). 
3. The subset rule Sp 
We introduce a new inference rule: 
9. Subset rule: 
w-x Y-Z for all X, Y such that X n Y = 0. 
W-XnZ 
This rule is similar to the mixed rule FD-MVD 2 of [2]. 
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Theorem 1. The subset rule 97s correct (and hence U-correct). 
Proof. We have to show that if X n Y = 0, then P := {W “X, Y - 2) implies 
W-XnZ. 
Let r be a relation such that W u X u Y u 2 c dom r and such that W *X and 
Y H, Z are valid in r. It follows that W n) dam r\X is valid in r (by the dom r- 
correctness of %dorn  , ) and that dom r\X - 2 is valid in r since Y c dom r\X (by the 
correctness of 8Q). 
Hence, by the correctness of 9, W - Z\(dom r\X) is valid in r. And we have 
Z\(dom r\X) = X n 2. 
Theorem 2. The subset rule 9’is independent of the system (a, S&T, T*). 
Proof. Let P = {{Al} - {A*, A3}, {A4} * {AS, Ad)). We claim that 
(i) (A 1) * (A31 E 0% & Z p, y>(P), but 
(ii) (Al) * {&}k@, & % p)(P). 
Property (i) obviously holds, since {A 1) - {As} can be inferred from P by one 
application of the subset rule 9. 
We found property (ii) true by generating (a, & 9, F)(P) with the aid of a 
PASCAL-program running on a TELEFUNKEN-TR 440~computer. 
4. The system (@, d, 9,9*, 9) 
In order to motivate the following theorem we shall discuss the intuitive ideas 
which led to the definition of multivalued dependencies. We use a now standard 
example (cf. [S, 63). 
In addition to some other information which might be unspecified as yet we want to 
store an identifying name for each employee of a company, his salary, and his 
children. Of course each employee uniquely determines his salary and his set of 
children. 
We choose the following attribute names 
Al = EMPLOYEE, AZ = SALARY, A3 = CHILD. 
Since we intend to store also further information possibly there will be some other 
attributes. 
The functionality between an employee and his salary can now be formalized by 
requiring the following functional dependency (cf. [5,4,2]) 
{EMPLOYEE} w {SALARY}. 
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However the functionality between an employee and his set of children can not be 
formalized by the concept of a functional dependency. For in the relational model of 
data bases all relations are to be ‘normalized” (in first normal form), this means for all 
attributes only elements, but not sets, are possible values (cf. [S, 41). But in 
performing the normalization process with respect to the set of children versus 
employee we obtain relations in which the mvd 
{EMPLOYEE} I+ {CHILD} 
is valid whatever the other attributes are. 
Hence we require the mvd {EMPLOYEE} * {CHILD} as a second constraint. 
From these two constraints we cannot derive any further (nontrivial) ‘semantically 
meaningful’ consequences. 
Let us now fix a universe U with {Al, Al, Aa} c U. Then by the U-complemen- 
tation rule %u we can infer a new mvd, namely 
{EMPLOYEE} e U\{CHILD}. 
Now we see a fundamental difference between the two mvd’s. The first one is 
chosen on semantic grounds formalizing a ‘set-valued’ functionality, while the 
second one needs not to correspond to any semaetic information; it is merely a result 
of the normalization process according to the first mvd. 
We now ask whether the U-correct and U-complete systems of inference rules 
GU BFH := (a, &, S, a,) reflect this property of complementation. More precisely we 
are interested in the following question: 
Let X I+ YE Gfm(P). Does there always exist an inference of X m Y from P by 
the system G&H in which the complementation rule %‘v is applied at most once and 
(if at all) as the last rule? 
The answer is no. This can be seen, for instance, by considering the following 
example: 
Let P := {{Al} * {A& {Al} - {As}}. It can be proved (cf. proof of [3], 
Theorem 2, and Lemma 5 below) that {AI} -{AZ, AS}SZ (92, al, T)(P) and 
{Al} - Ye (a, a?, T)(P) for all Y such that 
Y\{&, A29 A31 # 8. 
However for U := {Al, AZ, A3, A41 we have 
{AZ} m 1442, A:’ - %HU’). 
Hence in any such inference the rule VU must be used at least once, but since 
U\{Az, Ag} = {Al, Ad} %&J is not only used as the last rule. 
On the other hand the next theorem shows that we can get systems which do reflect 
the above mentioned property of complementation by adding the rules p (adding 
transitivity rule) and 9 (subset rule) to G&. 
In order to be precise we first give the following definition. 
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Definition 6. Let P be a set of mvd’s, and let G be a system of inference rules. A finite 
sequence of mvd’s y = [Dl, . . . , D,,] is called an inference from P by G iff each Di is 
either an element G$ P or is obtained by applying one of the rules of G to appropriate 
elementsof {D1, . . . , 0,-l}. We say that the inference y infers D,, (the last element of 
the sequence y). 
Of course, by the definitions, G(P) is the set of all mvd% which are inferred by 
some inference from P by G. 
Theorem 3. Let P be a set of mvd’s. For each inference y from P by the system 
G &H = (a, ~4, T, %u) there is an inference e from P by the system 
G” := (a, JZQ, 3, 9*, 9, S,) with the following properties: 
(a) y and 6 infir the same mvd. 
(b) In & the carr$ementation rule %?u is applied at most once. 
(c) If %u is applied in 8, then %t~ is applied as the last rule. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length 1 of y. 
(A) I= 1. Obviously 5 := y has the desired properties. 
(B) 1~1. Let y =[Dl, . . . , D1] be an inference from P by Gr&.i which has 
length 1. 
We consider four cases according to the way we get DI from [Dl, . . . , DJ. 
Case 1: D1 is either the reflexive axiom 3: 0% 0 or it is an element of P. Then 
obviously 5 = [DJ has the desired properties. 
Case 2: We get Dl by applying the augmentation rule & to the premise Di with i < 1. 
Let & be obtained by using the induction hypothesis for yi := [Dl, . . . , Di]. 
Consider the inference 6 I=[&, WI]. If in 6 the rule Vu is not applied, then e has 
the desired properties. If in 6 the rule %J is applied (as last rule), the last two steps of 
e are of the following form: 
d; - withZc W. xu w-(U\Y)uZ 
But these steps can be replaced as follows: 
&g: xMy 3: 0cw0 
xuw-Y J&XUW~Z 
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99.1: 
xu WcwY\Z 
q”:xu W*U\(Y\Z) 
=‘c;T;;)Z 
The result of this replacement is an inference with the desired properties’(cf. Fact 4). 
Case 3: We get n>r by applying the transitivity rule 9 to the premises Di and Dj with 
i, j < l. Let fi resp. ej be obtained by using the induction hypothesis for 
l - ‘yi ‘-- D 1, . . . , DJ resp. yj := [Dl, . . . , Dj]a Consider the inference E’:= [ei, & PI]. 
We must distinguish four cases according to the occurrence of the rule %&J in & 
and 4. 
Case 3.1: If Qv is applied neither in 6. nor in e’, then Q has the desired properties. 
Case32:If &isappliedin& (aslastrule)butnotin&,thelaststepof & andthelaststep 
of e are of the following form: 
Vu: 
X-Y 
9: 
X-aJ\Y U\Y-z 
X*Z\(U\Y) l 
\ 1 A 
= YnZ 
But these steps can be replaced as follows: 
~. X-Y U\Y-z 
. 
X-YnZ 
The result of this replacement is an inference with the desired properties. 
Case 3.3: If %, is applied in &” (as last rule) but not in & the last step of & and the 
last step of 6 are of the following form: 
$, X-Y ceu: Y-Z Ycl+U\Z 
. 
X*(U\Z)\Y l 
\ 1 / 
= U\(Z u Y) 
But these steps can be replaced as follows. 
p* X-Y Y-Z 
. 
Vu: 
x-ZUY . 
x- U\(Zu Y) 
The result of this replacement is an inference with the desired properties. 
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Case 3.4: If %‘u is q~plied both in 6 and 4 (as last rule), the last steps of & and 6’ 
and the last step of 6 are of the following form: 
But these steps can be replaced as follows: 
sp. xtuy 
9i 
u\y-2 x_y 
X-YnZ 
X- Y\(YnZ)' 
The result of this replacement is an inference with the desired properties (cf. Fact 4). 
Case 4: We get DI by applying the U-complementation rule Cg, to the premise 
Di with i c 1. Let ei be obtained by using the induction hypothesis for 
Yi := Co 1,. . . , Di]. Consider the inference 6 := [&, DJ. If in 6 the rule Cg, is not 
applied, then 6 has the desired properties. If in & the rule Cg, is applied (as last rule), 
the last two steps of 6 are of the following form: 
%u: X-Y 
X*U\Y 
%,: x - U\(V.\’ \ ~ / 
=Y 
Hence the inference obtained by deleting these two steps from e has the desired 
properties. 
The systems G” - (3, &, 9” 9*, 9, %,) are U-complete since they are exten- 
sions of the U-complete system G gFr..r (cf. Fact 2). 
We now explore the power of the common part of the systems G”, namely 
Go := (a, &, 9, P, Y’), which can be obtained from any of the systems G” by 
deleting the U-complementation rule Vu. Hence Go does not permit the possibly 
semantically meaningless inference of complementation. 
Theorem 3 states that for all U the system &, is ‘nearly U-complete’. 
precisely we can formulate the following corollary. 
More 
Corollary 4. Let U c 8 be a finite set of attributes. Then for all finitc sets of mvd’s 
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P={X+D Yl,...,X, MD Y,), for all mvd’s X * Y such that X u Y u 
u;&!&uy;,)cU 
Xc,YEV(P) iff x H+ YE G,(P) or X m U\Y E Go(P). 
Corollary 4 indicates that by the subsystem GO of GU we can infer those 
consequences of a given set of mvd’s which are independent of the underlying 
universe U. 
Below we shall prove that the system Go is actually correct and complete in the 
sense of Definition 3 and 4, that is by GO we can generate xactly the implications in 
an undetermined universe. 
But first we state two lemmas. 
LemmaSLetP={Xl-Yt,...,X, H, Y,} be a finite set of mvd’s. If X I+ YE 
Go(P), then Y CX u & yi. 
Proof. We shall show that if y = [Dl, . . . , Dl] is an inference from P by Go such that y 
infers the mvd Dl =X e Y, then Y c X LJ Uy= l Yi. 
The proof is by induction on the length I of y. 
(A) I = 1. X n, Y is either the reflexive axiom 0 I+ 0 or it is an element of P. Thus 
we obviously have 
(B) I > 1. We consider five cases according to the way we get Dl from 
D 1, . . .g Dd 
Case 1: Dl is the reflexive axiom or an element of P. This is the same situation as 
for I=l. 
Case 2: We get Di by applying rule ~4 to the premise Di with i < 1. Then the last 
step of y has the following form: 
d: 
RH+S 
RuWcnSvZ withZcw 
where Di = R H S and S c R u Uy=, yi by induction hypothesis, and DI = 
R u W w) S u 2. It follows that 
SuZcRu Wu ui”=, yi. 
Case 3-5: We get Dl by applying the rule 9, P resp. 9’. We omit detailed proofs 
because tl. y are similar to that of case 2. 
Lemma 6. Let P = {Xl * Yl, . . . , Xn n) Yn} be a set of mvd’s. Let W := Uy=, (Xi u 
Yi). If A’ I+ YE Go(P), then there is an inference y = [D1, . . . , Dl] of X I+ Yfrom P 
by C& such that any attribute occurring in D1, . . . 9 Dl.-1 is an element of W. 
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ProofLet f= [RI * &, . . . , RI-I I+ Sl-11 be any inference of X - Y from P by GO. 
Consider the sequence 
&=[R1nW*S1nW ,..., RH~W~SH~W]. 
We claim that 6 is an inference of X n W I+ Y n W from P by GO. 
For if Ri * Si is an element of P or the reflexive axiom 0 * 0, then Ri n W H) Si n 
W = Ri I+ Si. And on the other hand one can easily verify that if Ri W) Si is the result 
of applying one of the rules Se, 9, P$sP in 57 then Ri n W t+ Si n W is the result of 
the same rul J applied to the corresponding premises in 2: 
Now by T ,e:ilrna 5 we know that Y c X u Uy= 1 Y&Xv W,hence Y\WcXBut 
this implies that VJ~ can get X I+ Y from X n W * Y n W by the augmentation 
rule: 
XnW*YnW 
d: - 
(Xn W)vX *{Yn W)~_J(Y\W! 
-=J 
=X =Y 
Hence the inference [& X * Y] has the desired properties. .. 
Theorem 7. The system of inference rules a0 = (a, J$, 9, P, 9) is correct and 
complete. 
Proof. Let P = {Xl m YI, . . . , Xn - Y,} be a finite set of mvd’s, and let X - Y be a 
mvd. We have to prove that 
P implies X - Y iff X - YE Go(P). (1) 
For convenience let us define T := X u Y u Uy=, (Xi u Yi). In order to prove the 
correctness of GO (if-part of (1)) we assume X - Y E Go(P). Let r be any relation 
such that T c dom r and such that all mvd’s Xi I+ Yi E P are valid in r. According to 
Definition 1 we must show that X * Y is valid in r. 
By Lemma 6 there is an inference y of X * Y from P by GO such that 
R u S c T c dom r for each mvd R * S occurring in y. Since each rule of GO is 
correct we can conclude (by induction) that each mvd occurring in y is valid in r. 
Hence X * Y is valid in r. 
In order to prove the completeness of GO (only if-part of (1)) we assume 
X H, Ye G,(P). Let U c !!I be a finite set of attributes uch that T is a proper subset 
of U, that is T 5 U. 
Then U\ Y is not a subset of T. Hence, by Lemma 5, X - U\ Ye G,(P). 
Now from X * Yst G,(P) and X - U\YE f&(P) we conclude that 
X-Y& G”(P) by Corollary 4. 
Since GU is U-complete (cf. Fact 2) it follows that P does not U-imply X ~-n Y. 
Hence, by Fact 1, P does not imply X * Y. 
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Finally we note that Beeri, Fagin and Howard [2] actually proved the U- 
completeness of a combined system of inference rules for multivalued ependencies 
and functional dependencies. 
If we analogously combine our system GO for multivalued ependencies with the 
rules of [Z] for functional dependencies and with the mixed rules of [2], we also get a 
combined system which is complete (in the spirit of Definition 4) for multivalued and 
functional dependencies. 
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